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Journal Policy

The Journal is supported by ttie Women's
Arl Registry ol Minnesota. Gallery members
are: Mari Lyn Ampe, Marilynn Anderson. Lynn
Bait, Harriet Bart, Jane Bassuk. H8zel Belvo,
Beth Bergman, Sally Brown, Joan Carlson,
Gemma Cullen. Cherie Doyle. Elizabeth Erickson, Carole Fisher, Georgiana KelUer, JacKle
Kielkopf. Vesna Kittleson, Sandra Kraskin.
Sally Krug, Joyce Lyon, Maria Mazzara, Susan
McDonald, Jean Murakami, Marty Nash, Jud Ith
Stone Nunneley, Dorothy Odland, Pat Olson,
Qulmetta Perle, Susan Pleissner, Nancy Robinson, Judith Roode, Sandra Taylor. Alice
Towle, Jantje Visscher and Mary Wall(er. RobIn Madrid ls WAR M's Director or Development.

The WARM Journal Is a forum for the
eltchange of Information and opinions. Articles represent !he author's own opinions. not
necessarily those of the Women's Art Registry
of Minnesota.

The Journal Committee
The Journal Committee of WARM publishes the Journal. Editing members are Elizabeth Erickson, Susan McDonald, and Alice
Towle; poetry editor is Monica Ochlrup; art
director is Pat Olson; layout members are Jane
Bassuk and Alice Towle.
Art work tor this issue is done by Nancy
Robinson, a painter who will be showing her
work al the WARM Gallery in October, and
Judith Roode, whose drawings will be on view
at WARM In December. Cover graphic is by
Maria Mauara.
All future rights to material published in
this Journal are retained l:iy the individual
authors and artists. ReprOduction or reprinting
of any kind may be done only wllll !lleir
permission.

We Need Your Comments
The WARM Journal encourages its readers
to send their ~omments, positive or negative.
We would like to hear what you think of the
lorm and cont!;lnt of the Joumal. Please address your letters to WARM Journal, 414 First
Avenue North, Minneapolis, MN 55401.
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Alternative Space
Opens in St. Cloud
A new artists· cooperative has been formed in St. Cloud, al the 5th Avenue- Gallery.
505'/2 Mall Germain. Af1E;!ra number of meetings this spring (at one of which Alice Towle
gave advice based on the experiences of
WARM), a group of 14 members opefled the
gallery with a group show in mid-May. Their
media include drawing, painting, prints, ceramics, fiber, wood, and glass. Monlhly shows
by both members and non-rnembers are planned, as well as a permenant display area for
members' work. Hours a111-5:30 Tues-Sat
open ·til 9 on Fridays
For more information call Gail W. Bamber, 252--0653.662 E. St. Germain, St. Cloud,
MN 56301.
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Have you wanted more contact with oth·er
artists ror networking. critique, or support?
The WARM associates are havlng a meeting on
October 15 at 7:30 p.m. at WARM Gallery to
meet one another over refreshments. Everyone
is invited.
What can your membership at WARM do
for you? We can use our mutUal connecti<:m of
support for women in the arts to create vehiCles to meet our individual needs. There are
many possible directions, ie small ""salon" or
critique groups that meet on a regular basis;
monttily open discussions of slides or aes~
thetic topics: workshops on the technical aspects of marketing your work; shared city contacts or resources; talks on studio space or by
gallery owners: and more.
Come to this initial get-together and begin
to create the klnd of space you need for
support.
II you need more information, call WARM
at 332-5672.
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You can subscribe to the WARM Journal by
becoming a member or the Women's Art Registry of Minnesota. For $15 a year, you wmnot
only receive the Journal quarterly, but also
regular WARM mailings, reduced or free admission to events, and membership to !he
WAAM Slide Registry .
Both women and men may subscribe. within
and ~yond the borders of Minnesota. Send to:
WAAM. 414 First Avenue North, Minneapolis
55401. Make checKs payable to WARM.
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A Letter
30 March
1981 Dear Elizabeth
How
could I possibly know while frying the hamburger
and listening to the children here
the children there
making 5:00 noises while
we talk on the phone
How could I know at
the time
That it is the women who orchestrate these things
murmuring to one another in the meanwhile
Creating the circle
where everyone will sit for dinner
on a day
when the president was shot.
At the time I
was only struck by the fact that I was gently
separating frozen pea pods to stir into the pan
while Haig & the others in Washington were
haggling over who is in control.
And I
thought: I am.
The bullet entered under the left arm
traveling
into the lung
and I know now (how
could I possibly have known it at the time
It
is we who must orchestrate)
that all of this
belongs to me. This bullet ripping through.
An incision in my belly.
Your throat cut. My
Jennifer's head cracked open like a melon.
Blood dripping from Mrs. Kocourek's cut into
my lap. A tumor cut from my father's shiny
bladder.
The incision over my mother's knee
8 inches long and jagged like teeth.
At night
she stands naked in the bathroom
I at her
back
washing.
Her shoulders stooped
buttocks shriveled.
A small dark spot on her
lower back sensitive from a bone scan 6 years
ago. Along the spine another row of teeth
another surgery.
I have familiarized myself
with what doctors can tell us and what they
cannot.
I know the inside of a paramedic's
van and how quickly they can arrive.
I am
familiar with Emergency entrances
with
surgical areas hospital rooms. I undertand a
bullet entering under the left arm traveling.
I understandthe mother of presssecretary
James Brady saying:
I talked with Sarah on
the phone
Her voice breaking at the name.
I understand Sarah talking above the man's
voice reporting her husband's medical and
extreme condition (shot through the head) I
understand her over-voice saying: I pressed
his hand.
There was pressure back.
I understand the voice breaking
and the hands.
I understand these in exact proportion to the
voices of the commentators saying over &
over:
We have no Word yet on the Condition ...l have words on the condition
and the
words are that we drain the water chestnuts and add the rice
That we pull up hoods
on Spring jackets as the 6-year-olds run out
before dinner
That we hug our 11-year-olds
quickly
white putting plates around the
table
That we give their tummies a pat
toward impending first menstruation.
The
words are not: Crisis Management
and Situation Room.
The Words are: Circle: Depletion
Resurgence
Monica
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New York
WPA Artists,
Then and Now

ature on the New Deal art projects (which
included not only the WPA/FAP, but its predecessor the Public Works of Art Project, the
Treasury Relief_Art Project and the Treasury
Section) has been relatively abundant in recent years. There is no point in reiterating all
the facts about New Deal art here, but the
interested reader is referred to the short bibliography following this essay.

by Greta Berman

The basic story of the Great Depression
of the 30s is only too well known. For the majority who lived through those years, memories of
hardships, hunger and privation dominate their
recollections. The facts were not different for
artists, except -that for them life had always
meant hardships. With the coming of the New
Deal, many.artists received their first reco.gnition, and for them the period evokes special
memories. Though they were not halcyon
days, artists emerged reborn in the 30s because of the FAP which provided them with
regular salaries; most important, these wages
were paid to them for the purpose of making
art. This eliminated the necessity of a second,
unrelated job, in order to afford the "luxury" of
their full-time vocation. Though artists' salaries were small, they were commensurate with
those of other WPA workers, a fact which
implicitly included them (for the first time) as
essential, functioning members of American
society. Without the economic support of the
FAP, the majority of artists would not have
been able to survive. For artists, at least. the
WPA fulfilled one of its major goals, the conservation of skills by means of continued
employment.

In

a radio broadcast over the Columbia
Network in 1937, Ford Madox Ford expressed
his admiration for the United States government's Works Progress Administration's Federal Art Project (FAP, or the Project). Only a
few years back, he stated, the thought that
America's starving artists could take over the
leadership of the arts would have been ludicrous and laughable; yet this is exactly what
transpired. Ford attributed this extraordinary
accomplishment to the FAP, advising the United States to make the Project a permanent
government agency, adding: "Do not think that
...you are doing charities, giving alms to feckless men. You are purchasing-for twenty four
dollars a week-the brightest jewel in the
crown of humanity."'
The historic reputation of the WPA/FAP
has vacillated over the years. During its existence, 1935-1943,the FAPevoked equal quantities of praise and censure. Reactions depended more on the political viewpoint of the
observer than on any knowledge of art. Roosevelt's supporters tended to endorse all New
Deal programs, regardless of merit. Enemies
were equally undiscriminating in their attacks,
though special enmity was directed towards
the Federal Art Project, which they regarded as
a frivolous boondoggle, nurturing a leftist nest
of vipers. As a focal pont of controversy, there
is no question that the art projects generated
publicity. Later, with the onset of the Second
World War, the war effort eclipsed the FAP; the
art work was dispersed, and much of it destroyed. The 40s witnessed an overall reaction
against government art, while during the 50s
and 60s, histories of American art omitted any
mention of the FAP, or discussed itbriefly,and
disparagingly, Numbers of artists who had
worked for the WPA hesitated to acknowledge
the fact, some for fear of reprisals from the
House UnAmerican Activities Committee,
others out of a sense of humiliation because of
the relief aspect of the Project. Only in the late
60s and early 70s, did art historians and critics
begin to pick up New Deal art again. Part of the
explanation behind this checkered history includes the usual action-reaction-revival syndrome of art history, though other causes can
be speculated on. For whatever the reason, the
last few years have seen a definite revival of
New Deal art, and several exhibitions from
1974through 1977demonstrate a reawakened
interest in the period. 2.
A re-evaluation of the WAP/FAP from a
modern day, objective, historical perspective
should help shed light on this exhibition. Liter-
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An
ove;a,;I picture of the WPA/FAP
shows that it was divided· into four basic
categories:
First, the Fine Arts, the largest division,
employing about 48 percent of the personnel,
and including murals, sculpture, easel painting and graphic -arts; second, Practical and
Applied Arts, including posters, photography,
the Index of American Design, arts and crafts,
dioramas and models, comprising about 29
per cent of the personnel; third, Educational
Services, including federal art galleries, community art centers, art teaching, research and
information, and absorbing about 17 per cent;
and fourth, the Technical, Supervisory Personnel, about six per cent of total staff.
Although the Fine Arts division was the
largest and best publicized, the other divisions
fulfilled equally important functions. By means
of community art centers, federal art galleries
and extension programs in the schools the
FAP achieved another•of its stated goals, the
integration of art in everyday life. This is inseparable from the FAP's intention of creating a
wider audience for art. It is impossible to estimate the effect of the increased exposure to
art, and the opportunity to participate provided
by FAP programs. During the 30s, art was not
limited to museums and galleries, but spread
to places where people worked and spent time,
such as schools, hospitals, libraries, court-

rooms, and even jails. There is a lot of talk
against "elitism" today, but the art of the 30s
had no elite. The "Unattainable," unapproachable aura of art faded and ordinary people
could experience and live with art, often watching artists at work.
In New York City, painters on the easel
section created over 12,000 oils, water colors,
temperas and pastel; sculptors produced
about 2,100 free-standing and architectural
pieces; printmakers made about 75,000 prints
from 3,000 original plates; and the mural division executed over two hundred murals. 3

Een
more important than the vast quantities of work created, were the innovations
which occurred on every division of the Project. A few of these include the invention of
serigraphy, carborundum etching and the perfection of color lithography in the graphics
division (over half of the total graphics made
on the FAP in 1939 were done in New York
City). In sculpture, the use of direct metal and
welded sculpture were developed by David
Smith and FAP colleagues. In painting, progress was made in both easel and mural painting methods, Including the revival of fresco
and other techniques learned from the Mexicans, such as the use of an air gun and drip
painting, demonstrated by Siqueiros. Some
painters pioneered the use of shaped canvas;
all worked hand in hand with the Design
Laboratory, part of the Education Services Division, which promoted theories of the Bauhaus, testing and manufacturing paints and
materials.
The FAP provided a milieu in which a
large number of artists acquired new skills and·
mastery of media, unprecedented, except per•
haps, by the apprenticeship system in a Renaissance atelier. It is important to realize that
these skills and techniques were developed,
conserved and passed on by artists, a large·
percentage of whom, after the Project ended,
went on to teach at colleges, art schools and
universities all over the country. The FAP
would be a significant part of our art hlstroyif
only for this vital contribution to the art of
today, but this represents only one phase of its
importance.
Crucial to the WPA/FAP was the sense
of community it fostered. Almost every surviv;·
ing artist has emphasized this, and historians
have acknowledged the fact. Because of equal
salaries and the absence of surplus money, a
non-competitive atmosphere flourished. Artists got acquainted while waiting in line together for job assignments or pay-checks,
through the necessity of sharing studios, and
by participating in the organizations springing~
up around them.
Some of the latter include the Artists'
Union, formed for economic reasons, but ifl·
volved in estethic, political and social issues as
well;• the Artists' Congress; and the Harlem
Artists Guild, started by black artists in order to,
apply pressure to get more blacks on the fed;

4

eral payroll. Groups like the Abstract American Artists and The Ten numbered some of the
most avant-garde artists among their members. Formed for esthetic reasons, they exhibited together, in an attempt to counter a general reluctance by galleries and museums to
show their work. These groups inspired the
formation of others, perhaps the most famous
of which was the Eighth Street Club of the 40s
and sos. center of the development of the New
York School. Common knowledge has given
the FAP some credit for the growth of the New
York School, since most of its members began
on the Project. But the stress is generally
placed on these artists, reactions against government art. There is no doubt that the need to
react was overpowering, but the universal
nature of art, expressed by Rothko and Gottlieb, among others, paradoxically had roots in
the awareness of public art in the 30s, and
those artists' attempts to reach people. The
character of the art changed; from the stress
on the American Scene, the emphasis shifted
into areas of the sub-conscious, primitive and
timeless. But, surprisingly, even precedents
for the latter can be found in FAP work.
The most astonishing aspect of the FAP
is the variety, scope and freedom allowed and
encouraged. Project supervisors, themselves
artists, were inordinately empathetic and
aware. Burgoyne Diller, supervisor of the mural division in New York City, almost singlehandedly fostered the development of abstract
art, explicating, cajoling and even tricking
local sponsors, in order to insure the acceptance of the avant-garde.
Today artists who worked on the FAP
agree that freedom, variety, inspiration and a
sense of community accurately characterize
the spirit of the Federal Art Project. Motivation
was very strong, and, contrary to uninformed
charges of "boondoggling," most artists worked far and beyond what was required of them.

A

closer look into one division of the
FAP, the mural division, will be instructive for
an overall comprehension of the Project. Mural
painting, by its very nature, was the epitome of
public art. Unfortunately, because of a lack of
exhibition space, difficulty of transporting, and
widespread depredations, murals can only be
shown in photographic form, or represented
by sketches.
The impetus to revive mural painting in the
United States came primarily from the precedent set by the Mexican muralists, Rivera,
Orozco and Siqueiros. In the 20s, the young
revolutionary Mexican government had awarded walls in government buildings to artists as
"spoils" of the revolution. After painting nationalistic, anti-imperialistic murals on the walls of
Mexico, all three artists came to the United
States in the 30s. Artists here took advantage
of the opportunity to see their work, to assist
them, and to learn from them. American mural
artists felt a sense of heightened responsibility
to communicate with increased numbers of
people; from the Mexicans they learned to use
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everyday subject matter, rather than esoteria
or dry allegory. They also gained invaluable
technical knowledge and skills. Unlike the
Mexicans, American muralists seldom criticized capitalism. On the whole, the murals
constitute a celebration of America; of the
development of modern medicine as opposed
to superstition (in hospital murals): of local
pride in neighborhoods; laborers building
America: pageants of the history of mankind. A
Whitmanesque vision pervaded realistic murals in the United States. The naive optimism
and hope, later to be destroyed by the second
World War. along with the works themselves in
many cases, may provide a more profound
explanation for the bitterness and sense of
betrayal, which led to the renunciation of federal art, and the development of Abstract
Expressionism.

A

sense of the social nature of art was
not lmited to the so-called "social-realists."
Abstract artists, as well. felt a strong awareness. Stuart Davis, for example' expressed his
objection in 1939 to,
the term 'social content' in art (which) is
ill-chosen and destructive since it implies a lack of social content in art other
than itself. The term should be changed
to one which describes the intention,
namely 'social comment.' There is a
need for an art of social comment and
for an art of domestic naturalism, and
for an art of generalized spatial equations-abstract art. The social need for
any one of these does not negate the
need for the others.6
Artists in New York City completed over
two hundred murals, about ten per cent of the
total United States FAP production. Public
schools and municipal hospitals were the principal recipients of murals, with about 50 examples in each category. City housing projects
accounted for about 14; welfare and penal
institutions, 12; the World's Fair, 14; borough
halls, municipal offices and courthouses. 10;
libraries, 8; military installations (armories,
signal batallions and army buildings). 6; parks
and zoos, 5; airports, 3; a number of portable
murals, totalling about 25 or 30, were allocated
to libraries. hospitals and schools.•
Types of murals, although categories
are by no means definitive, and often overlap,
include: 70 murals dealing with history related
to local institutions; 17 decorative (non-abstract); 40 "modernist" (including abstract,
semi-abstract, surrealist and photomurals); 20
murals for children: 35 general narrative.
To give an idea of mediums used, there
were about 13 true fresco; 13 tempra and 7
casein on canvas or board; 15 oil or tempera
directly on the wall. The rest, over 60 percent,
were done in oil on canvas.'
The disturbing statistics concern what
remains today of WPA/FAP murals. Only 48 of
the murals-less than 25 per cent-remain in
situ. Some of these are in poor condition, or
partially destroyed. Seven have been con-

served in museums. 33 painted over and 75 lost
or destroyed. Some of the murals which have
been painted over, such as James Brooks
Flight at LaGuardia Airport', Gorky's Newark
Airport panels•, Walter Quirt and David Margolis' Bellevue murals, can be restored. The reason that so few murals remain In situ has little
to do with the artists' techniques, and cannot
be attributed to lack of skills. Carelessness,
vandalism and lack of interest account for
widespread losses. The attitude of Jonas Lie,
painter member of the New York City Art
Commission in 1935, is revealing. He was
quoted as saying that he had approved Project
paintings "with a smile, but there is an awful lot
behind that smile" because many of them were
"going into old decrepit buildings that are
coming down anyway, and besides, whitewash is cheap.'' 10 Many muralists, in fact,
intended their works to be permanent. For this
reason they utilized true fresco, and developed
special techniques, such as rubber emulsions
and baked enamel tile. Oil paintings on canvas
did not deteriorate for the most part, but have
been painted right over, or ripped off the wall.
These depredations occurred not only on the
mural division, but in every area of the fine arts.
Artists tell of the nightmarish vision of
canvases from the easel division, taken off
stretchers, and piled one on top of another in a
government warehouse. To get from one area
to another, one was obliged to literally walk on
top of canvases. The story of how the government auctioned these off as "junk" at five dollars a pound, is now legion. Even the work of
sculptors has disappeared, though some of it,
inordinately heavy, had to be deliberately carried off. Much of what remains has been weatherworn or vandalized, with no efforts at
cleaning or restoration.

Qoo,tioo,
obout whotho, the wo,ks ol
art were "great," or the artists who made them
famous, are moot. The fact remains that artists
should be entitled to have a say in regard to the
fate of their works. Some of the artists are
bitter, some forgetful, and some deny the value
of their works from that period. The current
exhibition demonstrates that the artists concerned, although many of them have been discouraged by the callous treatment of their
works, have continued and developed, conserving the skills they learned and shared during a fruitful time.
Pain, hardship and privation merged
together with a hope, optimism and opportunity, to make the WPA/FAP a totally unique and
innovative era. Rather than producing dull,
uniform or unimaginative work. artists on relief
were encouraged by an enlightened leadership to create a mind-boggling amount of varied art. The artists did not quit when the Project
ended, nor did they cease to create art during
the decades of neglect and disparagement.
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The Inside·
Story: Small
Sighs of Relief
at the
Endowments
by Pat Aufderheide

For a while it looked like whensomeonesays-culture-1-reach-for-my-revolver time for
the National Endowments for the Arts and the
Humanities. The administration had recommended 50 percent budget cuts for the coming
year, threatened to take back more than $30
million of this year's money (including money
already granted) and established a task force
to increase private and corporate support but
whose secret mission, it was rumored, was to
destroy the Endowments by imposing an unworkable oversight structure.
Suddenly the Endowments have become
an area of tentative victories. Congress has
suggested appropriations dramatically higher
than the administration suggested; recision
demands have been cut by four-fifths and even
these may not be approved in Congress; and
the task force has rejected it chairman's suggested structure and with it the secret mission.
The pattern of scare and back off in
confusion is beginning to look familiar. Here,
as elsewhere, the simple failure to find someone who would wield the axe was responsible
for some backing oft. Part of the credit goes to
an unprecedented political mobilization of
grassroots recipients of government funds to
the arts. But the irritation of a philanthropic
Old Guard with the Hollywood-bred crassness
of the administration's approach to the arts has
been at least equally important.
"In a perverse way, the recision threat
has been a boon to arts groups," says Larry
Sapadin, president of the Association of Independent Film and Video makers. NEA and NEH
funding has made possible a burgeoning proliferation of local, often socially-challenging
populist arts projects, especially in media.
When next year's budget cuts were announced
it became clear that the often-understaffed
and small new groups would be the first
affected. A few defense groups formed; for
instance the National Humanities Alliance,
now linking 40 national membership groups,
organized in March around the budget cut
threat. But by and large it took recisionmeaning denial of money already granted and
on the strength of which many groups had
borrowed money and begun projects-to galvanize recipients.
In May a flurry of coalitions protested
cutbacks and organized letter and telegram
campaigns to legislators. In New York 70
organizations coordinated by the AIVF held a
press conference on May 7. Exhibitors, unions,
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museums, galleries and arts lawyers were
included. On May 29 a different set of groups
including the Media Alliance. industry unions
and some theatrical management organizations met to discuss actions at Actors Equity,
which continues to rally workers in the arts
nationally. Demonstrations were held, including one on May 28 led by Distrtict 1199 of the
Hospital and Health Care Workers, the union
with the celebrated Bread and Roses cultural
program. Several New York coalitions are now
working together for a giant July 18 rally in
support of government funding for the arts.
Although New York, undisputed center
for the arts, is also the most visible center for
protest, networking has gone on nationally.
The Neighborhood Arts Programs National
Organizing Committee, which represented
several hundred grassroots arts groups in
support of "cultural democracy," has provided
it members with information and arguments in
defense of their programs. The National Alliance
of Media Arts Centers, which links some 110
film and video groups nationally, has taken
similar action. Chair Robert Haller estimates
that more than a thousand letters and telegrams have gone out as a result of information
NAMAC provided in one of its alert programs.
Arts groups have also been busy at the
state level-a key area given the importance of
state boards for the Endowments and the
administration's push for decentralization. For
instance, the Keep the Arts Alive! Coalition,
organized by the eight-year-old Chicago Artists Coalition, mobilized Illinois artists against
the cutbacks. Further, in mid-May, a state
organization to lobby tor Illinois arts emerged
from a Chicago conference on "Arts in the
'80s" attended by 260 people.
"The crisis is making people become
Americans again, forcing them to take an
interest in their government," said Arlene Rakoncay of the Chicago Artist Coalition. She
noted the eager response of many people at art
fairs to the information the coalition provides
on the cutbacks.
Haller comments that public pressure is
effective "because the arts are very popular
and very cheap." For an "insignificant" amount
of cultural dollars a representative can please a
lot of constituents. Further, now for the first
time there exists a non-partisan Congressional
Arts Caucus, chaired by Rep. Fred Richmond
(D-NY), involving some 140 Congressmen.
Humanities grants recipients have been less
vocal than artists. The reason, one Humanities
Endowment offical suggested, is that artists
tend to organize in groups whose primary
objective is producing arts, while humanities
grants usually go either to individuals or to
institutions whose main objectives are not
involved with the funded projects. Arts are
concerned with creating a product or performance, while humanities projects, concerned
with the transmission of ideas, may not result
in something so tangible.

Please,no street dances.
The administration is not so easily
wooed as Congress by letters and telegrams.

Apparently the strongest single factor in cutting the suggested recision was the sound of
Charlton Heston yelling.
Heston. who Reagan appointed to head
the President's Task Force on the Arts and
Humanities, seemed to be the perfect choice.
Trained in a trade that mixes art and profit, he
also had a firm anti-populist stance, as he
made clear in a recent Washington Post interview: "Because a program of street dancing is
perceived to be good doesn't necessarily mean
it should be funded by the NEA. Because an
undertaking in community history is perceived
to be a good idea and a useful thing doesn't
necessarily mean it sould be funded by the
NEH." He had wanted the Expansion Arts program, which funds new neighborhood and
ethnic projects, to be part of the then-HEW. In
other words, art with a non-middle class
audience is either social service or it should be
run at a profit.
But then Heston discovered that one of
the agencies whose funds would be cut this
year was his own American Film Institute. Even
more painful was the delicate reminder from
the NEA that if recision went through it would
be Heston's own task force that would have to
manage the ensuing chaos. Shortly after Heston hit the ceiling the administration came up
with a $6.65 million suggested recision-some
say to placate the 0MB, where Stockman
adamantly opposes all goverment involvement
in arts and humanities.
That position is an embattled one, not
just because of hundreds of angry grassroots
organizations. The Stockman position is opposed by the so-called "Rockefeller wing" or
"Wall Street wing" of the new task· forcethose Republicans and corporate officials who
may have as little patience with street dancing
or oral history as Heston but who sit on the
boards of major operas, symphonies and museums. Among the board members are officials of Mobil Oil, Standard Oil of Indiana,
Coors and administrators of major arts centers, as well as ex-NEA head Nancy Hanks,
whose last-minute appointment is seeh as a
victory for the boardsitters.
They know what the administration
would love to ignore-that governmenl funding has leveraged unprecedented amounts of
private money. Eight private dollars are raised
for every federal arts dollar; the ratio is around
three-to-one in the humanities. The Endowments get part of the credit for raising corporate giving to the arts to more than 13 percent
of all it philanthropic giving, up from 8.9 percent in 1970.
When the task force met on June 15,
members came ready to work. Some came
armed with research. Nancy (Mrs. Zubin)
Mehta gave a point-by-point recital of tax law
changes that would be necessary to increase
corporate giving. Franklin Murphy, chair of the
Los Angeles Times-Mirror Corporation, also
discussed tax law. W. Barnabas McHenry,
counsel tor Reader's Digest, had cannily suggested that members meet individually with
staff members before the Labor Day deadline
for a proposal; this would have left the staff free
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to design a weak substitute structure for the
Endowments. But members quickly rejected
the plan, protesting they would be "captives of
the staff." Hanna Gray, president of the University of Chicago and the third member of the
task force's coordinating board, reassured
members, "This is going to be a debating
society, not an endorsing society."
That clash between the high-culture
guardians and the art:for-mcney's-sake people may have spin-off benefits for the populist
' programs the Endowments sponsor. Expansion Arts grants, for instance, are not longer
endangered th[s year, although writers fellowships may still be. But the "cultural democracy" argument "isstill the least well defended
of the Endowments's services.
The real task of those who benefit from
NEA and NEH'~ expanded definition of their
mandates is still to come--to
justify federal
funding, not just for the big, safe org'anizations, the ones that make stuff that PBS can
use for its planned cable service, but to ensure
and forster diversity and pluralism.
The great majority of people in this
country-especially minorities-may want to
see.oper11on public TV, as response to such
programs demonstrate. But many different
groups ought.also to be able to make their own
art. to know their own history, to explore their
own culture. This is the unique service that the
Endowments can provide, but it is also the
most controversial and least well-represented
among private and corporate donors.
This article is rep(oduced from the July 1-14,
1981 issue of In These times.
Pat Aufde;heide is the cultural editor of
the news weekly, In These Times.

the arts themselves; and individual artists."
This is NEA code language for the big institutions and their accredited artists.
In short it appears the Endowments will
take the direction the Heritage Foundation
endorsed in its right wing cultural policy proposal just after Reagan's election. The Endowments may not be cut much, but as Heritage
urged they will be "redirected" to undo even
the tiny increments of progress made by various reform movements.
As for the movement for cultural demo-

cracy that Pat Aufderheide discusses, budget
cuts or not budget cuts, we've got our work cut
out for us.
Don Adams
Arlene Goldbard
3025 Ontario Rd NW #106
Washington, DC 20009
Don Adams and Arlene Goldbard are members of NAPNOC, Neighborhood Arts Programs National Organizing Committee.

Warm Gallery members and former gallery members celebrated the Gallery's fifth anniversary on April 17, 1981at
Mary Walker's home in Minneapolis. Anticipating instant transformation are: 1 Pat Atmore, 2 Terry Becker, 3 Mary
Walker, 4 Beth Brenner, 5 Sandra Taylor, 6 Diane Gorney (former coordinator), 7 Judy Roode, 8 Carole Fisher, 9
Nancy Robinson, 10 Beth Bergman. 11 Diane McLeod, 12 Linda Magoui, 13 Cherie Doyle, 14 Jantje Visscher, 15
Susan Fiene. 16 Georgiana Kettler. 17 Susan McDonald, 18 Harriet Bart, 19 Pat Olson, 20 Lynn Ball, 21 Marilynn
Anderson. 22 Sandra Kraskin, 23 Sally Brown, 24 Gemma Cullen, 25 Marion Angelica, 26 Joan Carlson, 27 Alice
Towle, 28 Elizabeth Erickson, 29 Marty Nash, 30 Jane Bassuk, 31 Joyce Lyon. 32 Susan Pleissner (insert), 33
Dorothy Odland, 34 Hazel Belvo. and 35 Judy Nunneley, who took this photo.

A Response
Dear Editors:
We are glad to see ITT covering cultural
politics ("Small sighs of relief at the Endowments," ITT, July 1-14) and we certainly agree
with Pat Aufderh!lide's main point: the Republican fat cats who sit on the boards of the
Fortune 500 are also the trustees of the big,
wealthy cultural institutions. And they are the
people who've had most to do with the administration's backing down on threatened recisions in the National Endowments' budgets.
But budget figures don't tell the whole
. story. It now seems likely that Congress will
vote the Endowments much more money that
the Stockman-Reagan budget proposed. But
the Endowments have use the threat of cuts to
push federal cultural policy much further to
the right- just as the British Arts Council did
in response to similar "scare and back off"
tactics from Margaret Thatcher's government.
The National Council on the Arts, the
NEA's Presidentially appointed advisory body,
has already determined that the agency should
deal with budget cuts by concentrating grants
on "professionalism and excellence; organizations producing arts whose primary focus is
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HALLOWEEN

Nancy Paddock
A resident humanist for the American Farm
Project, Nancy Paddock is a P0!1t whose life
and work reflect a deep commitment to the
land and our connection with it. She has coedited many Project books of poetry, oralhistory and humanities materials. Her poems
have been published in a book: A Dark Light
(Vanilla Press, Minneapolis); two chapbooks;
and literary journals. Nancy also works for
COMPAS and the Minnesota Writers In The
Schools Program, and as a regional poet for
the Southwest Minnesota Arts & Humanities
Council. She lives with her husband, Joe, on
the edge of Lynd, Minnesota, a town of 250 in a
river valley near Marshall where she has 4
acres of garden, unused pasture and riverbank.

TERRIBLE INFANT
beagle puppy cheerfully savaging
a scavenged deerhead
rump in the air
your tail is a white flag
proclaiming the victory
of delight
you litter my doorstep with treasures
the entrails of partridge
a tattered sparrow
a stiff cat
death-hound
what pulls you by the nose
has passed through life
at least once
picked up the charge
the tang
the stench
you have tasted death
and found it
something to chew on
sweet beast
black whiskers on one side white
on the other
you are the lion
and the lamb
suede ears float above the bones
you claw

FINDING THE SOUL
1. How to lose your soul
Spend all morning planning
what you want to buy.
Using the early afternoon justifying
accounts.
Take the rest of the day to worry
about the economy, the rising cost
of living.
Hold on
to everything.
Stuff yourself without appetite
or thanks at the supper table.
Waste the evening watching
television bury what you know
is true.
And your soul will leave your body
the way life escapes
a broken branch.
If you are lucky, you will notice
it is gone.
2. One way to find your soul again
Build a fire. Stare into it until
its dance,
its slow collapse
into fine white ash,
is enough.
Sit in the dark, alone.
When the quiet thrumming in your ears,
the sound of your own blood,
becomes your song,
ask for the gift
of a dream.

1. A pumpkin, ripe as the rising
harvest moon,
becomes a death's head.
Hellfire,
leering through its wild grin,
does not shiver the young flesh
of skeletons and sheeted ghosts
who knock politely:
"Trick or treat!"
All they want is candy.
No hungry dead returning
from winter ground to comfort
by the fireGrave clothes are only dress-up;
ghoulish faces only masks.
These are our childrennew-kindled flamesthat do not know the dark.
Something sweet makes them vanish
in the scent of burning,
as dry leaves
whisper in a circle near the door.
2. Now the goblins have washed
all lines from their faces.
Their voices do not wander on the wind.
Extinguished, the jack o'lantern,
mold-blackened and sunken-cheeked,
rides the compost heap
like the impaled
head of a conque~ed enemy.
Next year it will creep
on green vines to haunt us.
The magic
trick life playscoming back,
again and again,
from the grave.

You may have to ask more than once.
When it comes,
the dream will be a message
in a forgotten
language you must use.
to call your soul.
Remember it.

you crack the skull
between your joyful teeth.
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WPA, continued from page 5

Today artists are rightfully proud of
their role in the WPNFAP experience. Once
again writers, critics and historians are filling
In the missing chapters in American art, and
restoring the WPNFAP to its historic place as
progenitor of modern art.
NOTES
1. Ford Madox Ford, Prass Digest, June 2,
1937,clipping In Cahill files, Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C.
2. Shows focussing on New Deal art in recent
years include: "WPA"-Washburn
Gallery,
N.Y.C., March 13-April 13, 1974; "Federal Art in
Cleveland"-Cleveland Public Library, September 16-Nov. 1. 1974; "7 American Women: The
Depression Decade"-Vassar College (AIR
Gallery), Jan. 19-March 5, 1976; Shows going
on In 1977include: New Deal Art-Calif., Univ.
of Santa Clara; "N.Y. WPA Artists, Then and
Now"-Parsons School of Design; "New Deal
for Art"-traveling around N.Y. State; "Prints
from WPA"-N.Y. Public Library; "Black Artists of the 30s"-Studio Museum in Harlem;
"Designs of the 30s"-Henry St. Settlement.
3. All facts and figures from "Final Report on
WPAPrograms: 1935-1943,"Washington. O.C.,
1947, p. 133; and from Francis V. O'Connor,
Federal Support for the Visual Arts: The New
Deal and Now, Greenwich, 1969, pp. 28-30.
4. See Gerald M. Monroe, "The Artists Union of
New York," unpublished Ed. D. dissertation,
New York University, 1971.
5. Stuart Davis, "Abstract Art Today-Democracy and Reaction," first draft of unpublished
article for Art for the Millions, Aug. 11, 1939, p.
7, files deposited by Francis V. O'Connor,
Archives of American Art, Washington, D.C.
The final article was published in Art for the
MIiiions (see bibliog.).
6. All figures are only approximate. Some
murals were done in several sections, and
some sources list them separately, others as
one. The names of institutions have changed;
many works have disappeared.
7. Oil on canvas was used for many reasons.
Among these were convenience (artists did
not have to set up scaffolding in an institution,
but could work in studios), flexibility (canvas
could theoretically be removed from a wall if a
building was being demolished), and lack of
necessity for arduous training in difficult mural
mediums.
8. See Greta Berman, "Does Flight Have a
Future?" Art in America, September-October,
1976. for a discussion of Brooks' mural.
9. Some of Gorky's panels are presently being
restored.
10. Jonas Lie, quoted by Stuart Davis in "We
Reject-The Art Commission," Art Front, July,
1935, p. 5.
SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY
Carr, Eleanor M. "New York Sculpture during
the Federal Art Project." The Art Journal, XXXl:4 (Summer 1972), 397-403.
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McDonald, William F. Federal Relief•Administration and the Arts: The Origins and
Administrative History of the Arts Projects of the Works Progress Administration. Columbus, 1969.
McKinzie, Richard D. The New Deal For Artists. Princeton, 1973.
Monroe, Gerald M. "Art Front." Archives of
American Art Journal, X11I;3 (1973),
13-19.
O'Connor, Francis V., editor. Art for the Millions: Essays from the 1930s by Artists
and Adminstrators of the WPA Federal
Art Project. Greenwich, 1973.
__
federal Art Patronage: 1933-1943.Catalogue, University of Maryland Art Gallery. College Park, 1966.
__
Federal Support for the Visual Arts: The
New Deal and Now. 2nd ed. Greenwich,
1971.
~ editor. The New Deal Art Projects: An
Anthology of Memoirs. Washington,
D.C., 1972.
__
"The New Deal Art Pro1ects in New
York." The American Art Journal, 1:2
(Fall, 1969), 58-79.
__
"New Deal Murals in New York." Art
Forum VII (November 1968), 41-49.
Park, Marlene, and Markowitz, Gerald
E. New Deal for Art. Hamilton, New
York, 1977.
Rubenstein, Erica Beckh. "Government Art In
the Roosevelt Era." The Art Journal, XX
(Fall 1960), 2-8.
This article is reproduced with permission
from a catalogue of works in painting and
sculpture done by artists of the New York City
WPA shown in the November 1977 comprehensive exhibition at the Parsons School of
Design, N. Y.
Greta Berman is the author of The Lost
Years: Mural Painting in New York City Under
the WPA Federal Art Project 1935-1943.She is
currently guest curator of "Realism and Realities: The Other Side", American Art 1940-1960
opening at Rutgers University in January 1982,
and teaches art history at Parsons School of
Design and Juilliard School of Music in New
York City.

Exhibitionsoutside
WARM Gallery by
Associateand Gallery
Members.
Lynn Ball will exhibit in "Minnesota
Ceramics Invitational", a touring show which
opens in December at St. Cloud State
University.
Gall Bamber will exhibit recent prints and
paintings from September 1-30, at 5th Avenue
Gallery in St. Cloud.
Hazel Belvo and Elizabeth Erickson have
been Invited to exhibit at the Pillsbury Company's "Challenge of the Land" exhibition,
October 19-November 6, 1981.
Sally Brown and Sunn McDonald will
exhibit at Clarke College August 19-September
9, in an exhibit of "Five Minneapolis Artists:
People and Environments".
Cherie Doyle has an exhibition scheduled
July 7-August 25 at Blaisdell Place in
Minneapolis. and will be part of the 1981Juried
Show for Minnesota Artists Touring Exhibition
organized by the Art Center of Minnesota. Her
work will be shown at the Minnesota Gallery of
the Minneapolis Institute of Art August 7October 4 as part of a show of "5 Painters".
November 6-December 6 Cherie will exhibit
with the Macalester faculty in the Janet Wallace
Fine Arts Center in St. Paul.
Carole Fisher will exhibit with Thomas
Rose in a show called "Installations" at the
Minnesota Gallery at the Minneapolis Institute
of Art December 11-January 24.
Joyce Lyon will exhibit at the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, from September 22October 8 as Part of the "Peter M. David Group
Show".
Marla Mazzara will exhibit In "Artists
Bookworks" at the Zone in Springfield, Massachusetts, September 12-October 3.
Judith Roode will have a one woman show
at Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota
September 7-30.
Mary Walker will exhibit at Peter M. David
Gallery in Minneapolis September 8-October7.
All members of WARM, associate and gallery,
are invited to sand us notices of their upcoming
exhibitions. January-April, 1982 by November
1, 1981.

BUSINESS TOOLS
The Minnesota Crafts Council and the
St. Paul-Ramsey Arts & Science Council are
co-sponsoring a series of workshops "Business Tools for the Artist" on Saturday, October
17, 1981 at the University of Minnesota, St.
Paul campus; 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Costis$15.00-members;$20.0C>-nonmembers. If interested, send a SASE to the Minnesota Crafts Council; Hennepin Center of the
Arts; 528 Hennepin Ave., #210; Minneapolis,
MN. 55403. More complete information on
"Business Tools for the Artist" will be mailed to
you.

Life Drawing
from a model
Tuesdays: 1-4 pm
Rossmor Building
St. Paul

for information call
Susan McDonald
292-1655
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A letter from
Meridel Le Sueur
Poet, people's
historian
It is very late and I am in some corner of georgia, another country. But I want to put down a
few thoughts about the Gathering. A GatherIng now must be an intense guerilla action for
survival. Especially a cultural Gathering should be of prophets and lsaiahs and
Ezekials, a profound cry out. There is no time
for meeting as usual for merely aesthetic discussion and cosmetic operations to put on a
better mask or perfume the sewers of an
endangered world with perfumes of ego and
mutual praise.
Engles said in 1870 that there were two
subjects for the artist ... the moribund and the
vital - the image of the dying corpse of society
and the birth of a new world out of the corpse
of the old. It is even more true now. We have
had great artists of the corpse and now we
need great artists of the New Image ... This
Image is rising and will rise from the people
even if the so called artists abandon it or do not
see it or find it more profitable to get grants
from the corpse, (who is giving the money out
needing masks for its criminality) The corpse
has never been so stinking, so dangerous polluting and poisoning the whole earth.
So there is no use having a nice green
august gathering in the eye sockets of the
·~dead ...
I would like to consider this imminent
image of life and death in relation to both subject content and structure in all the arts. In a
drastic period like this all structure must be
questioned, even the very language ... and the
mode - the basic sense of the old and new life ...
perhaps like a pregnancy we need expert
delivery of a living child ... not menaced by
radiation ... the basic DNA of the gene ... the
basic structure of the final source of life ...
surely changing everything, all relationships
-even having to do with the mode of expression, even the sentence or the noun -all reality.
On writing, I want to consider the nature
of the structure of narration, of conflict, of linear structure, of conflict and essence and
form.
Study of the linear, patriarchal nature of
our culture affecting art in every form ... the
nature of this patriarchal aggression in our
society and in all forms of art ... This must be
severely studied, as a doctor would study the
effects of mercury asbestos PCB's and the
radiation on the form of the body (changing
the very movement, nature and relationship of
the cells and marrow.) Much of our art reflects
this corpse and is for the consumption primarily of the criminal elite, who coopt and consume it and pay for it ...

The study of the death, the elimination of matriarchal thought and relationship which causes
this destruction genocide and atomic dangers
... To bring back the matriarchal cyclical relationship of life would be to strike at the heart of
death ... a straight line leading only to the
bomb. This is basic to the kind of art in the
future and its protein and organic conception.
The narrative form must be questioned
and the linear climactical form of drama leading to a goal of crisis and manipulated to
denouncement - Crisis. Even the structure of
the language has been polluted ... the relationship of the noun verb etc .... the noun seizure of
the object has become the important figure ...
in Indian language there is no noun, only the
relationship ... this is the key to our understanding all art all structure as relationship not
naming narration and analysis ... Einstein said
you could not express relativity in the english
language ... it was either this or that .. no both
and relationship ... this is obvious ...
We must study the polarity of relationship and not the solid object of the noun. To
leave alienation, existentialism, cynicism, so
called objectivity - all these diseases like cancer eating us - we must move into other dimensions images realities.
The reality of relationships and cyclic
forms global consciousness communality solidarity ... all those proteins our culture has
derived of the Hollow men, the Elliot bang
whimper whatever ... William Carlos Williams
said Elliot prepared us for the bomb, who are
we writing for ... are we writing for and about
anything ... so many of our writers simply do
not speak for anyone but the criminal establishment ...
Probably you should invite some of the
citizens in the asylum there who really have the
new form. I used to go there every month and
some of the most profound and revolutionary
artists are there ... fallen out of the old forms
they are considered insane.
This could get me committed ... I am writing on
a wild electric typewriter that hates me ... in a
rainy Georgia night and this is a terrifying
country ... The thousands dead at Andersonville roam the country after dark crying in their
wounds .... I just got back from Greece where I
found the matriarchal mounds in Crete and
saw them, at Tuscaloosa ... The American
earth is a matriarchy ... the great energies alive
it hasn't been so long. Our sister Saint Helene
throws out fire and protein ash...
That great Minnesota Valley Is alive and I am
glad you are making it visible ... its wonderful ...
You should ask Russell Means to come ... if
you haven't read his essay he gave at the Black
Hills In the October il:;sue of Mother Jones
please do ... 0 it is a wonderful time to be alive
... it is all appearing again cyclically returning
... the wilderness this time.
Well this night I wanted to express some
of my passions to you ... if you can't read them,
carry them further ... relate them further, make
it more ...
- Meridel Le Sueur

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol2/iss3/1

This letter originally appeared in Theaterwork,
January/February 1981.
THE GATHERING, August 9-16, 1981,a national conference on human environments, drew
attention to the universal human right to a
name, a place, a story, a song. Theater groups,
scholars, writers, artists and others from across
the nation met to discover together the place of
performance and celebration in their lives.
Events included daily performances, panel
discussions, and open workshops. The Gathering was hosted by Cherry Creek Theatre,
406 South Third Street, St. Peter, Minnesota
56082.

An Evening with
Nor Hall and
Sandra Taylor
April 9, 1981
The evening began with the sound of
running bare feet, the audience sat quietly,
listening to the running, then to a louder breathing, as the running lasted, finally-Sandra Taylor ran down the center aisle to the set, a
"room" done in pink. She made formal jumps
over the little paper ballerinas ringing the set,
finally jumped over them and crouched inside.
She deliberately started a loud tape of the song
from the S0's "Dance Ballerina, Dance" - the
audience could read along from the handouts.
After the song, she found a hand mirror in
which to study her face, except that it was the
face of the audience she was observing-then
she noticed the image on the wall- and projected slide image from the Pompeii Mysteries
Villa, a photograph taken by Nor Hall. Nor had
gone to to the recovered Villa to study the mural
of female initiation, in order to continue her
work of restating the archetypal feminine as It is
found in ancient mythology and rites. Sandra
maneuvered until she caught the images on her
voluminous white gown- Then Nor Hall began
her lecture on the Mural·imaQery of the underground Villa.
The rarity of initiation rites specifically
for women makes the Villa of Mysteries in
Pompeii of great interest to us. The paintings
on the walls of the initiation room are unique in
that there is no chance that they have been
modified with the changing customs, they are
as they were painted 2000 years ago.
According to the mural series the
beginning panels describe the preparation and
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purification needed to enter the inner sanctuary. We realize the isolation imposed on the
initiate to ready herself and fear is written on
her face as she eomes. Represented by Silenus, the companion and tutor of Dionysus,
who is part.animal, and part human, she loses
conscious control and experiences regression
which will leave her open to rebirth. But it is
evident that it must be her choice . The bellowing bull, Dionysus, is calling the initiate to the
god. Women·who worshipped Dionysus were
called Maenads, "raging." And in this sense
she is called to madness. Once she experiences the vital center of the journey, the significant psychic experience , she emerges above
the human, out of herself as it were, having lost
and not yet regained normal judgement, reaches
for the basket containing the divine phallus, a
symbol of regenerative force. A dark-winged
figure drops down to her, probably Aidos, or
modesty , to admonish her. She is not yet
ready to grasp the phallus. She experienced
totality, but it is not yet hers to have. The whip
of Aidos is used to restore a possessed or
bewitched initiate to her senses. It is an ancient
symbol of purificaiton and encouragement.
The initiate rests her head on the lap of the
priestess, symbolizing a tender and feminine
relationship, particularly with her own feminine, but also with the collective feminine.
Through the purification she has released the
divine spark and at the same time has been
freed, prepared to achieve union with the god.
The• beautifully dressed woman, fin'ally, the
woman having her hair combed and seeing her
image in the mirror held by cupid, all signify
that there is a daily necessity of putting one's
thoughts in order to remember the experience
and the goal which was opened to her. It is this
which will give meaning to her everyday life.
Nor Hall concludes that the mural describes that the initiate finds her own feminine
reality through error, through trying to reach
too far and then being prevented and humbled.
In so doing she finds her own individuality.
Applications to an individual woman 3,remany.
The experience we might have of losing control or finding out that we are not supreme, of
madness, vary from woman to woman. But the
call to totality is for each of us and while it is
something we face in our inner most selves,
the awareness of this unity will strengthen our
consciousness of the collective feminine.

Feminist Criticism:
What Would It Be?
By Joyce Lyon

On May 14, as part of the Feminist Perspectives series, WARM presented a panel discussion on the Topic "What Would Feminist
Criticisim Be?" Panel members were Martha
Boesing, playwright and cofounderof feminist
theater group, "At the Foot of the Mountain;"
Madelyn Gohlke, member of the English
department at the U. of M, literary critic and
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v2 i3 out that the personal quality of
pointed
poet;
Bonita Wahl,
filmmaker
and teacher WARM
at
women's work has had its influence, entering
Bethel College; and Carole Fisher, visual artist,
into the mainstream. Whether this is a sign of
teacher at MC~D and WARM member. I was
co-option or success, it means that the lines of
moderator.
feminist identity are not now clearly discernOne of the most interesting aspects of
ible.
the ~vening for me was what I perceived to be a
At this point, then, what are we calling
new attitude-reflective,
probing, assuredfeminist criticism and what do we want from it?
replacing the frenetic, angry urgency that has
The panel agreed that response to work from
accompanied some of our feminist beginnings.
the perspective of one's personal experience is
It may be, as Carole Fisher said, that the true
a valued feminist format. Martha Boesing longs
path is (still) strident. Panel members agreed
for viewers who will come to the theater having
that we still have to do it all-artists have to
left behind their preconceptions, willing to
make art and act as critics and encourage the
become partners with the work and then to
development of trained critics to dig out our
report, with great honesty and insight on what
own obscurred history. We don't yet have the
the experience was for them, what connected
luxury of having enough others to do it reliably
and what did not. Madelyn Gohlke added that
for us. The strident women continue! The
when she, as critic, can be in that place, she is
audience roared with acknowledging laughter.
happy with herself. Then she is not anxious in
But it was clear to me that we now recognize
relation to the work or the experience and
that we are separate from the stridency, that
therefore not defensive, not needing to put it
we can claim the calm center.
down out of fear of encountering something
Bonita Wahl described her latest film,
threatening or different or challenging. But
Sylvia and the Phantom, as an aspiration of
that this kind of response requires a generosity
breath-inhalation, exhalation, without recogof spirit not attainable all the time, nor by evenition of where the change occurs, a sustained
ryone. Bonita Wahl finds that the most valuaconnection with life. For me, the evening had
ble response she gets come from people who
that rhythm. So that the talk was about the
know and understand her work on a continurichest kind of criticism, the kind that both
ing basis. She puts keys into her films, some
validates and helps the work grow, rather than
easy scenes, some hard ones. Someone who
criticism as publicity, as career building.
stops at the easy hasn't as much to say to her
Madelyn Gohlke laid out the developas someone who zeroes in on the tough.
mental progression of feminist criticism in
What Carole Fisher wants from feminist
literature. The basic underlying assumpiton
criticism is the establishing of context, a plachas t1een that feminist criticism is political in
ing of the work in relation to other women's
that it seeks change, an altering of the symbol
work, in the lives of women, in the culture, in
system, the introduction of different images. It
history. So that the work is validated and
started with studies of how women have been
moves in expanding circles out into the culportrayed, seeking recurrent patterns -eg.
ture, where it becomes a political force. The
the madonna and/or the whore. A second
response she receives helps her define and
approach dealt with the question of female
refine, and at times elucidates elements in her
esthetic-does it exist? If it does, is it inherent
work that she previously understood on some
or a product of culturation? Now there is a
unnamed, intuitive level.
move to establish the tradition of women wri~adelon Gohlke brought forth the
ters and place them in context. Older works by
possibllty of a third kind of response: response
women are being discovered and (re)printed
from men and some women who will only be
and critical studies begin to examine with subable to understand certain work if they are
tlety and depth the work of individual women.
willing to abstract themselves into experiences
In literature, feminist critical attention is movthat are not their own. That is, it has been
ing from the general to the specific.
assumed that significant art speaks to the
Panel members seemed to agree that
human condition and is universally accessible.
there is a parallel movement inward in their
Women are now coming forward and saying
own work as well as in feminist criticism of the
no, Moby Dick and the poetry of John Donne
visual and filmic arts. (M11rthaBoesing feels
are not universal, but if we attempt to underthat feminist theater criticism is not yet very
stand them abstractly , analytically, we can
developed.) Carole Fisher talked about the
participate in and feel included in works that
change in stance she observes in women's visdescribe experience not our own. We have
ual art from the reactive, more culturally stimubeen
doing just that for centuries. Men are,
lated to the more internally motivated. Bonita
perhaps, just beginning to discover that they
Wahl talked about her work being created from
have to go through a similar abstracting prothe center out. Martha Boesing said with a
cess to understand certain aspects of female
laugh that five years ago it was much easier for
experience, experience which has been made
her to define what was feminist about her work.
even more foreign by a culture which until now
The search for commonality of experience,
has rendered it invisible. Gohlke concluded
especially with subjects like victimization or
that only when men feel they are missing out
rape, as well as the collaborative process,
on something vital and interesting will they be
stood out with great clarity. Now, while the
willing to put the effort into understanding
collaborative process remains, she is becomwomen's work. A member of the audience
ing more involved with consideration of the
interaction of form and more individual content. The source of the work is shifting. I

Continued on next page
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Criticism, continued from page 15
added that only when the culture ceases to
consider women's work a lesser order will the
permission be taken to attempt to understand.
Only then are we going to get honest criticism
from most men and some women.
From the audience came questions
about the limitations of language itself, either
because words are used clumsily, oras jargon,
or as media-speak; or because the structure of
language as we know it is too rational, causing
too much emphasis on the linear formation of
thought. While panel members expressed reluctance to "junk language", it may be that the
next phase of feminist criticism will address
the question of how to make the language
serve us.

(The full tape of the discussion is available at
the gallery for anyone who is intersted.)

Teaching Positions
Fall 1981
Members of WARM teach th rough out the
community. Below isa listing of their positions
this fall:
Jane Bassuk: Arts Center of Minnesota,
Minnetonka, painting, drawing.
Hazet Belvo: St. Paul Academy Summit
Schoo/, grades 7 -12 college preparatory.

Sally Brown: Minneapolis, private lessons
in painting, drawing; course for emerging
women artists, studio and seminar.
Cherie Doyle: Macalester College, St. Paul,
beginning drawing.
Elizabeth Erickson: Minneapolis, private
lessons in painting, drawing; course for
emerging women artists, studio and seminar.
Carole Fisher: Minneapolis College of Art
and Design, instructor in Visual Studies
Division; Moorhead State University, artist-inresidence, Jan.-Feb. 1982.
Sandra Kraskln: North Hennepin Community College, Minneapolis, watercolor, Art
History I, Introduction to Art.
Joyce Lyon: Art Center of Minnesota,
Minnetonka, printmaking, Basics of Drawing
and Perception; Penn Center, Bloomington,
Community Education, basic and continuing
drawing; Dakota Center for the Arts, South St.
Paul, painting.
Susan McDonald: Metropolitan State
University, St. Paul, life drawing, printmaking;
Marshall-University
High School, Adult
Education, Minneapolis, beginning drawing;
private lessons.
Dorothy Odland: Art Center of Minnesota,
Minnetonka; Minneapolis College of Art and
Design, children's classes.
Judy Roode: Minneapolis College of Art
and Design, basic drawing.
JantJe Vl1scher: University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, beginning drawing; Minneapolis
College of Art and Design (Extension),
serigraphy, printmaking for high school
students.
For more information, call the institutions
listed, or WARM Gallery, 332-5672.
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From WARM

Sally Brown's
Rooms at WARM
by Susan McDonald

Sally Brown's nine pastel drawings exhibited at WARM Gallery from April 4 to May 2
are interior spaces. She has drawn spaces of
walls, stairs, windows, doors, and furnishings,
but with no people. Brown has arranged them
carefully so that I can travel visually from one
to the other in a narrative fashion. These
spaces are silent. She is present. By some contrivance Brown has left her presence to accompany me in my sojourn from room to room: a
silent boatwoman guiding my craft in and out
among these rooms.
These colored drawings (each 44 x 30")
invite me to enter into the spaces they define.
Kitchen With Salad, for instance is a joyful
piece. Sally Brown must have just been there
because the towel is dangling off the edge of
the table. On the table the salad is languishing
waiting to be eaten, and the can of clam
chowder is ready to be opened. A table is near
the front left and a wall with floral paper is in
front on the right. Through the use of one point
perspective lines of the floor pull me into the
space between the table and the wall paper;
past the chair and the refrigerator, past the
laundry basket full of laundry, past the kitchen
counter, and out through the windows. Already I have moved out into the garden beyond
the kitchen window.
As I stand in one place in the gallery the
artist engages me in her narrative; guidin~ me
from one drawing to the next because the edge
of one drawing progresses to the adjacent
edge of the next drawing. In and out fro~ the
back of the space to the front, around corners,
past bookcases, through broken walls, up a
staircase and down again she takes me. I am
challenged to be curious, to look into the open
drawer, to read a book, to look through a window, to pass through a door.
Sally Brown takes me on a circular journey, coercing me by the power of perspective
devices, reassuring me by the familiarity of the
objects, convincing me by the quiet movement
among the spaces.

Sally Krug,
Julia Barkley,
ltoda Reiko
May 9-June 6
Susan Mundale

100
The "East-West Exchange" - Barkley
Barkand Reiko - was a study in contrasts: 16

ley's large, bold paintings are quintessentially
American. while ltoda's smaller paintings reflect her heritage. Born in China of Japanese
parents, ltoda lived in Polynesia and Formosa,
and her works show both the tradition of
Oriental art and the joyful colors of the South
Seas.Meanwhile, Sally Krug's photo-composition presented an American artist's observations of the relationships between two cultures. Chinese and Native American.
Of the three artists, Krug's work is the
most cerebral, filled with ideas that demand
explanation. Her themes are derived from visits to the American Indian Museum in New
York and the People's Republic of China. Krug
explained her fascinatior: "both cultures revere the spirit as embodied in flora, fauna,
mythological gods and satyrs."
Krug's works are compositions based
on photographs, "icons processed by the camera's eye and nurtured by the artist," that are
transformed through repetition and layered
with delicate hand coloring like old tintypes.
An example is Krug's five-piece series based
on the evolution of the deer-spirit. The image is
definitely animal. but the spirit is evident in the
ambiguous shape and the clear, piercing eye.
In black, white and grey, the transformation
takes place: from "Essence of Deer: through
"Embryonic Deer," to birth, to "Nature's Deer"
to "Perfect Form," finally more idea than animal - at last. Krug's idea of essence of deer.
In China. Krug was influenced by a calligrapher who used not a pen but his fingertips
"to create a personal language". Krug, too,
creates a personal language, but it is enigmatic
and leaves the viewer wanting to know more,
wanting explanations. Krug's is intellectual
work, full of ideas that crowd one another, and
it raises more questions than it answers.
For Julia Barkley, the viewer's question
is, Why? Why automobile enamel, for heaven's
sake? Why aluminum?
Well. ..why not? Here is the 20th century-American's willingness to try anything,
producing abstract swirls of shiny paint spread
across aluminum like spilled nail polish or
melted ice cream sundaes. Barkley's colors are
the colors of nature: sky blues, warm browns,
leaf green. This is art for public places, Barkley
states, "landscapes that portray both the
strength and energy of the earth and my concern for its preservation".
"Stalagmites and Stalactities", a vertical
piece of aluminum folded to create three steps
was covered with vertical strokes of blue, white
and faint green. In another large piece, "Piles
of Silk Mountains", Barkley painted huge
swirls of color that look like a bolt of soft,
multi-hued fabric flung out, settling to the floor
in a jumble of soft brown, creamy beige, white
and black.
Barkley included in the show one earlier
piece in a different style and more traditional
medium. It is a large oil, three skulls on
crosses, on a barren blue background. It
seemed out of place, but I was glad it was
there, because it helped place Barkley's work
in perspective.
The works of ltoda Reiko in the invita-
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tional space included four prints and 15 paintings on wood. Her heritage is there in delicate
lines that hint of trees, in traditional symbols
and characteristic Oriental delicacy. But in
ltoda's work these are transformed with color
and originality. and vital works emerge.

Minnesota
Women '81:
A Juried Exhibition
at WARM
by SusanMcDonald
If the women's movement has been successful in the short run it has been in giving
women permission to deal with issues in their
art which men would not consider important:
the problems of female spaces; personal.
political, and psychological; the issues of
materials which have traditionally been different for women and for men; and the
political/emotional problems of female sexuality, childbirth, rape and suppression. The
works in "Minnesota Women '81" deal with
these issues in a refreshing and direct manner.
Nancy Carlson's predominantly white
tryptich (8' x 3'8") is broken up by areas of
small slightly colored squares, tiny pastel
marks, and three large grey trianglar shapes.
Her abstract shapes, her gentle pencil and oil
pastel strokes and her sparse use of color are
all nonrepresentational. I am surprised by the
little cartoon television with the words "her
choices were few" pencilled next to it.
Other artists in the "Minesota Women '81"
Exhibition use space differently. Saroya A.
Burg. for instance, shows two colored photographs of spaces that look like old city paths or
temple labyrinths. Bon Bast is a color
photograph (9½ by 14") of a darkened staircase
pathway which leads through a doorway into a
lighted courtyard. Her second photograph,
Koocheh (9½ x 14), shows a constricted, high
walled pathway leading to an unknown destination, but just before the curve is a doorway
leading off to the right. There is no way out of
this walkway but around the corner or through
the door.
Cecelia von Rabenau's use of space is
similar to Burg's though the subject is very
different. The still life of a table with a vase of
lilacs is heavy and dark. The black, lavender
and ochre lithograph (21 x 21") combines a
woman's portrait and an oval family portrait on
the wall behind the Jable, a wicker case on the
floor beneath the table, and an old lamp, a
doily and a vase with lilacs on the table. The
dominant use of black makes the mood of this
still life somber. Behind the lilacs is a large
white window, the only source of light into the
room.
Gloria DeFilipps-Brush's use of space in
her small untitled photograph (9 x 6¼") is
ambiguous. In fact she must have worked to
confuse the spatial relationship of the curtain,
bed and screen. It is an unsettling image. It is a

changing. In this photograph spatial ambiguity
causes anxiety for me; in Saroya Burg's winding pathway it is the precise clarity of the
space, the clearly defined walled spaces which
caused me the same kind of anxiety.
Alis Olsen also uses ambiguity but it does
not create a strong emotion for me. Her
photograph Tide Pool (7'h x 6") is the image of
a man's hand with a wedding ring, a drain such
as one find in a sink and ripples of water. The
space is ambiguous. So is the message penciled underneath, "My Dad finally got tired of
fear and made me follow him through the tide
pool. Some places it came up to my chin. He
said last summer that he hadn't known it would
be so deep." For me the impact of this piece is
diminished by the ambiguity which limits my
reaction.
Several artists in the show use references
to quilting, weaving and sewing. Jan Meyer's
quilted piece, Through the Looking Glass (6'6"
x 6'6") made up of 2" squares of shades of blue,
grey, rose, and green sewn in subtle changes is
a refined use of a traditional medium. Marlene
Nordstrom actually has sewn with colored
threads along the side of her photograph,
Sara, Sara. (3 x 3"), which also includes the
colored images of a woman's portrait, and a
fancy negligee.
Linda Pollari and Phyliss Ames-Weiner
use oils and acrylic paints on stretched canvas
to allude to textiles. In her painting, Paper
Dress (34 x 30") Pollari repeats a curved vshape to create the feeling of decorative textile
patterns. Her colors are subdued green, pink,
red and ochre. The surface is textured with bits
of feather, ribbon, and one large pink button
fastened to the surface of the canvas. Weiner's
large blue acrylic painting (8'5" x 7') is a formal
abstraction relying on a reference to folded
fabric and textile design. Both these artists
refer to fabrics, to the traditional involvement
of women with textiles and sewing, but they
construct their references with paint and
canvas.
One of Linda Brook's black and white
photographs Christine and Three Generations
of Quilts (9½ x 9½) acknowledges the importance of the history of quilting within the family
matriarchy. In this photograph and the one
entitled, Mom at 55, Me nearing 30, she shares
an image of herself and her mother, her personal struggle to sort out her own female
legacy.
Several works make political statements.
Eunice M. Haugen's To Support or As with a
Garter consists of ten garter belts stretched
with wire between the ceiling and the floor.
The political intent is so strong and clear that
the statements printed on the garter belts
about "upholding," "enduring," and "yielding,"
are unnecessary.
Deannie Pass's Please End Rape Cake
Table is another personal politcal statement.
The rug-like base reads "Not Another Rape
Rug. Once is More than Enough." This table,
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Once you understand that the injunction not to eat
the fruit of knowledge
was an act of violence
you realize that there was an injunction not to go
where it would be necessary to go
to know one's self.
the Greek said know thyself
Shakespeare said to thine own self be true
The question of life is
shall we or shall we not
discover
our
selves
even though there is a strong injunction not to
that injunction coming from within ourselves
because to discover
the self is dangerous
and needs a companion, a teacher,
much of this comes from relationship
alone.

lik

the country
like ad
the artisU
who
ands
the artisU
insist on car
light,
the I

so it is not a passing along of ideas,
but an opening of the self to the teacher
and the final gaining of the self comes.
after,
because the injunction against the self Is gone,
the violence leaves
the self
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Artists are feeling the conservative movement eoging them out of their hardwon place in the culture of Minneapolis/St. Paul. Today, a woman who has
been singing with the Minnesota Opera for years said to me-her job next year
was in question because of budget cuts-

"lt's humiliatingto find you are so dlspenslble,"she
said.
The State Arts Board required the usual slides, resumes, and statements from
its applicants-these had been processed and were two weeks away from final
vote when the budget was cut; no artist will receive a grant this year. The
budget is being cut in every area, and money is tight. So there have to be
adjustments in many different areas of life to accommodate this.

But look:
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Artists rise in every culture to reflect that culture back to itself, and to continue
the culture's heritage of reflection. If artists are unable to survive, the culture is
deprived of its own reflection. If artists are not working and showing, the culture is being censored. If the community does not support its artists, the community commits a violence toward itself. As women, we are acquainted with
the loss of the history of our foremothers. We watch with delight the recovery
of this history through recently published books and slide/tapes. We get closer
to them. We get a feeling for our place on the continuum. This is a process of
making whole.
Now it is time for us to address this large young midwest, and insist on our
place here. We demand that there be room for us in the culture to be working
and visible.

Nlumlnatlon of theartl■t'■■cthtlty .... wlll rev.., ■ new facet of hi■ work, He wlll be-n ■■ a workerwho cre■ted
pr■ctfeal value■ with venlu■■nd hard work. Thi■ wlll prove hi■ rlghttooccupy at le- ■n equal place In the rank■

g

population.
Thi■ point of vl■w wlll provide the .-ner■I
public

with the veraclou■ conception of art-1.e,, ■rt u the re■ult of•
kind of labor proc•■■ Ju■t ■- nec-iy
to llf• ■■ •nr other kind of creative work, and not ■- ■ome kind of
append■.- to life which the ■t■te c■n do without If wor■e cto wor■t....
(From V■ulll K■ ndlnaky'■ "A Mu■■uffl of Painterly Culture,"
A"811t-s,a,.,..)
1920, quoted In T1MRuul■n
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which Is 6'5" high and 11" square is decorated
in pastel colors with little decorative designs
such as one might find on a birthday cake. The
facsimile cake made of a cookie tin is also
decorated in pastel colors. The rubber knives
'.llued up one leg of the table are also painted
pastel colors.
Mary Pawlcyn's One Line, hairy projections of cord with a wavey braided base,
stretched across the wall, is noteworthy for it.s
simplicity and freedom. Pawlcyn's use of paper
cord is straightforward, the image is spontaneous and the reference to weaving and hair,
complex.
This exhibition was juried by Harmony
Hammond from slides which were sent to New
York from Minnesota. Of the 456 pieces submitted by 156 entrants, these 72 works were
selected. Included in the show are works by
Chris Allen, Phyllis Ames-Welner, Leslie Anderson, Sam Baertsch, Deborah Baker, Theresa
Berman, Robin Berry, Ruth Bright Mordy,
Linda Brooks, Deborah Brown, P.C. Buchanan, Saroya A. Burg, Jeanne Cagle, Nancy
Carlson, Kathryn Cihak, Marly Cornell, Kristine L. Cottom, Gloria DeFilipps-Brush, Jan De
Mars, Marlen J. Fosse, Margaret Gamache,
Mary Gervais, Donna Getsinger, Elizabeth
Goddard, Audrey Glassman, Eunice M. Haugen, Merrily Heyn, Cynthia Hodges, Kate Hunt,
Lyn Jermal, Sara Kass, Patsy Kosuth, Sioux
Lawton, Joan Luken, Majorie Masel, Sandra
May, Dyan Mcclimon, Susan Milnor, Jan
Myers, Jila Nikpay, Marlene Nordstrom, Alis
Olsen, Deannie Pass, Mary Pawlcyn, Linda I.
Pollari, Patricia PutzkeSpencer, Dani RoachWalker, Barbara Rohde, Joan Rothfuss, Flo
Sandok, Chari Touchette, Cecelia von Rabenau, Lynn E.Wadsworth, Donna Webb, Jeanne
L. Weber, Diane Williams, Nadine Wittkopp,
Kristine Zehringer.
That the arduous but critical defining of a
personal and a collective female history has
begun is clear from the persistent reference in
this show to quilting, sewing, and textiles. The
artists in this exhibition feel free to probe the
limits of female identity imposed by society
and to structure new identities found within
themselves.

From Minneapolis

Nancy Graves:A
Survey 1969-1980
Walker Art Center
By Diane Hellekaon

Nancy Graves Is a modern woman.
Modern enough to be boundlessly diverse in
her expression, and modern enough to embrace science as affectionately as art.

https://sophia.stkate.edu/warm_journal/vol2/iss3/1

Graves has been immersed in the sciences since her childhood, when she pursued a
wide variety of interests. After studying literature at Vassar and painting and drawing at
Yale, Graves spent several years studying art
In Europe. In Florence, she developed an
interest in sculpture. After returning to the United States, Graves began a nearly obsessive
study of camels, which she had chosen as subjects for a series of highly realistic sculptures
that explored form and technique, reality and
Illusion. One of her 1969camels appears in the
Walker show.
Between 1969 and 1971, Graves investigated the Internal structures of the camel. Like
an archaeologist moving backwards, she
created remarkably convincing bones from
wax and marble dust over steel armatures. In
Fossils, skeletal fragments are scattered on the
floor. When I viewed this piece with Graves in
the dimly lit gallery, the array had a spooky,
mystical presence for me, much to Graves' irritation. Apparently the victim of some misleading pres.sIn the past, she bluntly clarified her
purely rational concerns: archaelology, form ,
and placement.
One of the most stunning pieces in the
show, Variability of Similar Forms also investigates placement and pattern, as well as stopped motion and time. Interestingly, it was
completed after Graves made films of camels
in Morocco, inspired by Muybrldge's motion
studies. The intimidating, involving sculpture
has an undeniable eeriness that encourages
many connotations besides the objective concerns. Sorry, Nancy.
A number of Graves' 1971 color drawings take up a wall at Walker. Again using
repeated animal forms, some of them would
make swell covers for high school science
textbooks. led method continued into her 1972
paintings that accurately depict ocean floors,
inspired by the bathymetric and topographic
maps. Despite the fluid pattern and sinuous
abstract shapes, these paintings are precisely
dull, and may as well have remained maps.
The same year Graves made similarly
conceived drawings and paintings about the
moon. Perhaps partially because of the need to
formulate her own coded color scheme, the
lunar paintings are much more visually engaging than the bathymetric pieces.
From 1973-74Gravesexperimented with
various image sources and styles, including
colorful shaped canvases depicting satellite
relayed photography of cloud formations,
black-and-white studies of Mars, star charts,
and hurricane graphs.
Graves' interest in science and mapping
parallels Robert Smithson's environmental
sculptures that grac~ the same Walker space
a few months ago. Smithson's works were
more visibly conceptual, stark, and initially
more distant. But studying the sources of his
work clarified and enhanced it, making his art
warm and human. The reverse is true of
Graves. Trying to approach her subject orgins
is as frustrating as being stuck In a labyrinth.
The technical elements end up even more
cryptic, thus reinforcing
the too-easily

accepted dichotomy between science and art.
Graves was on target when she said,
"science Is an area that's affecting us culturally. It must be visually rich also." Indeed, her
art presents science uniquely, and visually
enhances it. But the scientific level of perception remains distant from the aesthetic. Viewers are not likely to have any more meaningful
contact with the scientific elements in her work
than they do with their local TV weather
reports.
Indeed, Graves was unwilling to discuss
her art as it relates to human beings. Surely, if
science is so broadly affecting, we're all in on
this influence together. When asked about
possible interpretations and specific elements
in her work, Graves either curtly simplified, "Its
mapping. It's all in the catalogue," or snapped,
"Because I like it." The latter answer was actually more satisfying since It made clear Graves
wasn't computerized or sponsored by NASA.
Graves' works from 1976 to the present
refer back to her earlier work instead of relying
on specific scientific information. A series of
1976 pastels and oils are looser expressions of
geologic facts about the moon. These lovely
works have a remarkable similarity to Jaune
Quick-to-See Smith's intelligently "primitive"
pastels.
Unlike the earlier pieces, which lose any
individual voice in a maze of persistent data,
Graves' recent works are complete in themselves, both visually and intellectually. Their
less tenuous grip of reality makes them more
relaxed and approachable. As evidenced by
her lush, blooming watercolors of 1977 and
1978, Graves' move away from literal technorepresentation has infused her work with
warmth and life.
Some of her recent sculptures are surprisingly whimsical. The 1978 polychromed
bronze Quipu, with its spindly legs and quirky,
bristling projections, is so immediately enjoyable that I don't want to know its origins. The
jumbled perspective of Archaeoloci is like a
landscape out of a Dr. Seuss book. Even the
formidable Trace, with Its roots In the earlier
bathymetric paintings, is first and foremost a
lively celebration of color and overlapping
forms.
The eclectic character of Graves' work
is evident. Her rapid development may have
left thematic holes in the body of her work, but
it's fortunate she didn't concentrate on only a
few concepts, or she may have remained stuck
and isolated on the moon or the ocean floor.
There is richness, if confusion, in her diversity.
Yet the scientific bases still dominate
my perception of her work. The sensuality and
beauty in her art Is too often submerged in
overintellectualized technicalities.

This article is reproduced from the June 4
1981 issue of d'ART in the Minnesota Daily. '
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Jordan, Kiland,
Mason, and Perle at
the Glen Hanson
Gallery
June 27-July 31
by Mary Anne Schutte

In a series of acrylic paintings, Lance
Kiland does not darken colors to make them
dim. Instead, he uses white impasto to obscure
a ground of mottled pinks, greys and blues. He
applies white in three ways: he blots out all
color; he streaks in separating strands over dry
colors; and he smears into the wet background
colors.
On the surface he floats simple geometric figures in outline, and decorates its center
with brightly colored dotted lines. Around the
hollow gleaming form, bolts of pure primary
and secondary colors coruscate. These few
sparks irradiate the canvas.
The explorations of Quimetta Perle involve embroidery. Once an indispensible part
of the education of all girls and a pastime for
such diverse individuals as King Louis XIV, and
pioneer women, embroidery is now undergoing a revival.
Quimetta Perle's interest in this medium
has brought to life a "sampler of personal
mythology in her own form." In beads and
satin stitches that range in color from scarlet to
pink, she has stitched in an outline of flames, a
woman of fire. Of amazonian proportions and
obvious sexuality, this is a confronting image.
By contrast, her miniature "Skeleton, " is not
an awesome representative of death, but a
playful and whimsical presence. Simply composed of running and back stitches, this being
is surrounded by sprigs of many colored
threads. These entangling threads coil into a
fibrous spiritual mandorla (Medieval-style
oval), punctuated with trench knots. Another
symbol of the spirit world is invoked In a starburst of needles, entitled "Aura." Aside from its
representation of the ethereal, this work makes
a statement about the artist's affection for her
materials. Just as painters have often included
palette and brush in still lifes, Quimetta has
made her implements her art.
Symbolic content is also featured in the
acrylic paintings of Dan Mason. In contrast to
Quimetta's direct imagery, the visual forms
limned by this artist suggest points of reference. A diagonal of steps ascending a triangle
of color-is this a ziggurat? A diamond suspended in an expanse of blue-is this an
alchemist's sign? These ambiguous images
are precisely defined geometric shapes filled
with solid colors. These pared down images,
executed in a linear style, create a cool, remote
and motionless environment.
Susan Jordan's works appear to be fragments of wooden architecture. She is interested in, "painting within a sculptural realm".
Acting on this interest she has fabricated two
works out of wood featuring large areas of
solid color and simple geometric shapes.
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From Fargo-Moorhead

Front Range
by Sylvla Paine

Front Range: Women in the Visual Arts,
a group of women artists in Colorado's Boulder-Denver area, exhibited 34 works by 23 of its
members at the Plains Art Museum in Mobrhead last spring. The most important observation to be made about the show is that it
expressed no common viewpoint.
The diversity of the exhibition at the
Plains Art Museum is a measure of the success
of Front Range that provides security without
imposing conformity. The show included paintings, sculpture, drawings, photography and
fabric. Since the group is comprised of both
highly advanced artists and those still discovering their paths, the stylistic range and quality
was considerable.
June Julian exhibited "Cans with Sand",
an aggressive assemblage of sand-covered
cans glued together and stacked like logs,
small thorns of silicone making cacti-like protrusions from the rough surface. Carol K.
Brown showed four abstact, warlike figures of
welded steel and cast iron, each about 5 feet
tall, their narrow, tubular bodies spiked in different configurations.
In an entirely different vein, Jacqueline
Hoth's ethereal environmental piece consisted
of two columns of cheesecloth, one inside the
other, a veil to look behind and beyond. Barbara Baer's quietly joyous "Drifting Red", a
ribbed hammock of shimmering rose cloth,
fluttered with each whisper of air.
Cathleen Murphy displayed a painstaking colored pencil drawing, "After Marble",
that resembled geological strata composed
like strands of yarn. Another piece among the
eight colored pencil works in the show was
Fran Metzger's "out in Colorado", a photographically detailed rendition of three cowboys
sitting on a fence at a stock show.
The exhibition was rich in works of fantasy. Marilyn Swartwood's colored pencil and
watercolor piece, untitled, featured four mythical figures of Hopi influence stalking among
the cacti, a mountain in the background. Helen
Redman's "Delicious" was a bright collage of
magazine food photographs arranged to form
the head and body of a woman in party clothes.
A heart-shaped box of chocolates, for instance,
formed her bodice.
Elaine M. Langerman showed "Two
Houses on a Pole", a whimsical wood sculpture, 19 inches high, made up of a round base,
a narrow column and two bird-like houses
stacked together atop it, one inverted and the
other upright. The whole thing was covered in
frosting-textured, multi-colored acrylics.
No one looking at the show would confuse this exhibition with a "school" of art. If
there is a common thread among the visions of
these women, it does not have to do with their
membership in a group but with their residence in Colorado. According to Barbara
Shark, many of the artists do convey the par-

ticular sense of color, space <)ndlight found in
Colorado, a sense of immediacy of the environment. Shark's own work, pastels in black,
white and gray featuring shards of shells and
their shadows, have this lucidity, this feeling of
openness and unveiling.

From St. Cloud

Drawings by
Marcia Milner
by Gall W. Bamber

From May 27 to June 23 there was an
exhibit of drawings by Marcia Milner, "Portraits of Women in their 80's and 90's" at the
Atwood Center Gallery at St. Cloud State University. The show consisted of 20 small (about
21'' by 28") pencil and chalk drawings on
paper. It was organized by the University of
Minnesota Gallery and is touring the state.
Some of the organizations involved in circulating and sponsoring this exhibit are the Minnesota Board on Aging, the Agricultural Extension Service, and Continuing Education in the
Arts (a department of Continuing Education
and Extension).
The fact that these organizations are
sponsoring this exhibit suggests that the impact and importance of it may be beyond the
purely esthetic. Accompanying each framed
drawing is a caption: either a quotation from
the woman pictured,
"I don't think of times gone by. What's
the use? They're past." (Laura Ashby)
or a description of the subject's activities and
surroundings,
"She shows us photographs from old
albums, some of them crumpling along
the edges, others held in their original,
decorative cardboard frames." (Thea
Vogel)
or a thought she inspires,
"Old people show us their lives-without speaking." (Agnes Ondrey).
These captions are frequently quite moving.
Milner gathered this material at the same time
she did the drawings, while an artist-in-residence at nursing homes in St. Paul in 1976-78.
The quality of the drawing itself varies
surprisingly from portraitto portrait, with styles
ranging from vague and wispy tones to harsh,
insensitive crosshatching, and suggests an
artist who does not yet have full control of her
medium. The exaggerations she uses verge at
times upon caricature, exaggerated wattles or
unearthly thinness is imposed on otherwise
realistic subjects.
At her best, however, Milner's great
depth of feeling for her subjects carries the
drawings, leading to such moving portraits as
that of "Laura," whose smeared blurriness and
thinness suggest a person already half departed. Some of the portraits are interestingly off-
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mostly seem weak. As politics, raising our
consciousness about elderly women, they are
absolutely admirable.

From Duluth
center. In "Lottie Clark," a woman who "draws
pictures of her dreams" her hands are so
important that her head is cropped off above
the eyes. The gazes, especially, are quite compelling in all the portraits, and one has the
sense that a likeness has been achieved with
none of the usual regard for flattering the
subject.
However, to what extent can sincerity,
depth of feeling, a "'good" cause, a large body
of work compensate for weak or uneven skills?
To what extent is art compromised by association with political or social causes? When does
it cease to be "art" and become social documentary?
Certainly, the concern that Milnarbrings
to her work is evident and takes the drawings a
long way. Even the occasional clumsiness can
be turned to good advantage, as when one
portrait ("Grandma Rucci") becomes too large
to fit on one page and has to be continued on a
supplementary flap of paper. This seems to
become expressive of the forceful personality
of the sitter, too big to be contained on one
paper.
By and large the drawings are most
impressive as a group, rather than singly, with
the supplementary quotations, and with the
knowledge that these are "real" people and
that they are members of a neglected class of
citizens. (A similar group of portraits of "Men in
their 30's and 40's," for example would probably meet less of the same kind of enthusiasm.)
As art, as drawings, considered individually
and apart from their political context, they

Gloria
Defilipps-Brush
Time Sheets
Tweed Museum
January 25 - February 18
by John F. Steffi

In a sense, all work conveys the passage
of time. The instant the image is captured it no
longer belongs to the realm of the present and
therefore becomes part of the past. By using a
photographic format which merges the past
with the present, Gloria DeFilipps-Brush has
done more than record the passing of time.
Multiple projections of recycled images
combine objects as they presently exist to
redefine form and context, connecting them
literally to images from the past. This technique, as applied by Brush, makes a faceted
image: asymmetric compositons, together with
hand-applied nuances of soft, warm color,
create within this series of photographs a balance, shifting emphasis from the technological to the aesthetic, from the surreal to the
intimate. by adding the past to the present
Brush has not so much reinvented the past as
she has summed up the present. Her work is a
bridge between times and stands as an invitation to travel that distance through recollection, reflection and rediscovery.

Gloria DeAllpps-Brush, untllled photograph, 16 x 20", original hand-colored.
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Lake Superior Fifth
Biennial National
Craft Exhibition
Tweed Museum
June 28 to August 9

by Helen Smith

In viewing the Fifth Biennial one beholds
a display of such wit and intellect, aesthetic
sensibility and-skill that lines which separate
"fine art" from fine "crafts" delineate differences in name only. The great proportion of
pieces in this show were non-functional and
asserted their presences through ideas and
imaginative use of n:iaterials. Following are
brief descriptions of the work of nine Minnesota women, whose work was selected from
slides by juror, Ruth DeYoung Kohler. She
finds "the changing attitude regarding crafts
(is) the most exciting development in contemporary American art".
"Ice Floes," by Debra Millard (Minneapolis), a fiber piece about 26 by 26 inches, is
made of one inch squares stitched together in
traditional patchwork style. Its shifting -soft
browns, peaches, and beiges, cooled by equally soft blues and blue greens, give optic effects
which describe the reflective and refractive
qualities of ice pierced by spring sunshine.
Amy Heyers' (Minneapolis), "Mexican
Cups" earthernware, strongly made and wide
of handle are light and whimsical in spirit. Hats
of different shapes encircle the body of one
cup; another is garlanded with an assortment
of menacing knives, bollos, machetes. and
daggers; yet another has fishes jumping to the
rim; the fourth a collection of booze bottles
girdle the body of the cup. Wide yellow chrome
bands segmented like measuring tapes and
blue patterns on the opaque white ground
relate the drawn decorations to the shapes of
the cups and saucers.
"Duration More Than A Moment Of
Time" is a work in fiber by Katherine Tilton
McMahon (St. Paul). While not especially large
as hangings go, this work (about 30 by 48
inches), has a sense of monumentality. It is
tulip like in shape and stands away from the
wall, with lower edges turned around and
under to form three dimensions. Widening
streams of gray, beige and off white flow from
the narrower, rounding base to the broader top
of the work.
Janelle Jacobson's (Harris) three small
porcelain vases (the largest not more than four
inches in height and five at its greatest diameter) are of exquisite purity in their simple orblike shape with tiny weed pot openings. A delicately molded cabbage leaf ("Cabbage Leaf
Vase'1 in high relief enfolds the greater part of
the largest vase, while "Duet: Spring Maple
Leaf and Wild Rose"two of equal size have the
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same vegetation curled around the top of the
pieces, near the openings. The glaze, alike in
all three pieces, is blue green, wholly transparent. The effect is one of cool simplicity.
"Las Cases", a sleeveless, short jacket
by Andrea Deimel (Minneapolis), is many
hued with rivulets of intensely colored threads
satinstitched in varied widths and directions.
In some areas these streams of color metamorphose into colonies of bright rectangles and
squares. At the bottom of the front panels,
triangular pieces are satinstitched, stuffed,
and layered like fat fish scales. Around the
lower edges, diminishing streamlets of satin
stitching are caught up and returned to the
body of the garment in loops. Lined in a beige
linen-like fabric, this piece has pierced brass
discs at the throat, making a gypsy necklace.
Jan Meyers' (Minneapolis), "Remembering Chicken Little", 36 by 48 inches, is a quiltlike hanging, of fine cotton, appliqued and
stitched. The background, in tiers graduating
from a light silver-blue at the top to a subtle
warm umber at the base, gives a spatial sense
to the first plane of forms. A shower of sharp
angled and many hued pieces, fall like shattered glass. The colors of these pieces are rich
and muted, golds, lavenders, reds, pinks and
blues. The borders of the hanging repeat the
shattered glass forms. This beautifully constucted, quiet and strong work was awarded
an Honorable Mention.
Linda Nelson Bryan's (St. Paul) traditionally inspired Japanese kimono appeared
as a garden of flowers, ("Garden Kimono".)
growing from the terrazzo of the Tweed Museum. Of hand painted and resist dyed silk, the
upper portions reflected the sky in azure blue,
white the lower portions formed an intense
deep blue background for the emerald green
stems and leaves curling to terminate in glowing orange tiger lilies. Pink anemomes blossom on the sleeves. A beige-pink lattice motif
integrates forms on the sleeves and the back of
the garment.
La Des Glanzer (Minneapolis), contributed a garnet and sterling neckring. Very formal and severe in the silver circle for neck
closure, it tails into a dropped silver form,
somewhat rectangular, but with irregular
edges. This is studded with garnets of varying
sizes. The silver is worked so as to describe a
skyscape of rising, circular, airy, cloud shapes
or perhaps bubbles rising in water.
Lynn E. Klien (Minneapolis), in her fiber
work "Site #1 Tracs" introduces us to the dark
poetry of the moon. The work, measuring 38
by 76 inches is laid on handmade paper in
descending bands of colored silk, handdyed
and photo silkscreened.
This composition, like a solemn and
great fugue in color, texture and shape was
awarded one of the six cash prizes offered by
the sponsors.
The exhibition, which displayed one
hundred and seventy three works, was sponsored by the Duluth Art Institute and Tweed
Museum, University of Minnesota, Duluth, with
funds provided in part by the National Endowment for the arts.
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November 14-December 12

Patricia Olson

FcR--

Jean Murakami

Posl~

Scavengers: suited for destroying organic material dead fish small aquatic
animals and bird nests screwworm and
flesh flies haunting garbage dumps
seeking refuse and depositing filth a
conspicuously red pig swine are just
born pigs they eat anything that gets in
the way a song sparrow with a rounded
tail which pumps up and down vigorously and a habit of swinging from an
unstable perch sings "Hip, hip, hooray, ,
boys! Spring is here."
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Jean Murakami, Bug study for painting, "Scre-orm Flies, from a
Squatting Position-Caught with My Pants Down," 8 x 10" pen and
Ink.
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ARTISTS' STATEMENTS

December 19-January 16
Judith Roode
I am most interested in making art out of my own experience, emotional, psychological, and intellectual. The process is one of revealing myself to myself. I believe that the
only way to grow is to become more completely oneself.
Through the act of drawing I generate a connective web of
discourse among the person posing, the marks on the
paper, and myself. This Trialogue reflects me back to
myself. As in any good conversation, part of the time is
spent speaking and part of the time is spent listening.

Judith Roode, "Ladder #1", charcoal pencll, 30 x 40~.

We are showing together because we are interested in the
metamorphic correlation between the house and the body
as images of shelter and expression. To explore such connections we are planning a house-body event to take place
in January as part of the Women's Arts Festival. Watch for it.

Sandra Menefee Taylor

Keepinghouse
House keeping

Dream houses
House dreams

hing, a person in th
in):lrs home ..."

~~
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MARI LYN AMPE / DETAIL: "UNTITLED"/

41x32" / GRAPHITE

MEMBERS'
RECENT
WORK
SEPTEMBER 8 - OCTOBER 10
HAZEL BELVO/"'WITCH

TREE Ill"/ 40x60" / GRAPHITE

BETH BERGMAN/ 8x10"

HARRIET BART/ "INSCRIPTION"/

8x10" / THREAD & GRAPHITE
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I

I!

CHERIE DOYLE/ 7x9"

SALLY KRUG/ "'THE VASE IN FRONT OF THE WINDOW"/

15x22" I LITHOGRAPH

This group exhibition at WARM: A women's collective art space celebrates our fifth anniversary. These
eight pages show the work of each Gallery member,
and is therefore a "catalogue" of the show. Some of
the pieces were made especially for the Journal.
Gallery hours are Tuesday - Friday 11-4, Saturday
12-5.

LYNN BALL/ "UNTITLED"/

MARTY NASH/ "DON"T BE AFRAID! (IDIOT)!"/

26" DIAMETER/ PORCELAIN

6x4'>1"/ INK

GEORGIANA KETTLER/ "GORGON'"/ 30x15" / PHOTO LITHOGRAPH
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MARIA MAZZARA/ COPY MACHINE & TYPE

GEMMA ROSSINI CULLEN I PENCIL

MARILYNN R. ANDERSON I "IT'S ALL RIGGED" I 4'hx9" / PEN

JEAN MURAKAMI I "SMOOTH; AS WOULD BE EXPECTED OF A BACON TYPE"/ 10x8" I ACRYLIC
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JOYCE LY.ONI "SPLIT POND V" I 30x41.. / PASTEL

SANDRA TAYLOR/ ..CHICKEN HOUSE''/ 10x12" / INK

MEMBERS' RECENT WORK
JUDY STONE NUNN ELEY / ..VIOLA BOWTIES" / 10x8" /PHOTOCOPY

COLLAGE

SALLY BROWN/ "GREEN ROOM"/ 44x30" I PASTEL
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10x10" I PENCIL

DOROTHY ODLAND /"WAVES"/

HOMACF!'SOMA

ELIZABETH ERICKSON/ ""LOOK TO THE PLACE OF GOLD"
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PATRICIA OLSON/ "HOMAGE TO SONIA"
/ SCREENPRINT / 16x36"

JANT JE VISSCHER / DETAIL: "'COMPUTER GRAPHIC"
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JOAN TANGEN CARLSON/ '"CROCUS CAPE .. / 8'hx5 .. / INK

\···..

'\.:·

MEMBERS'RECENTWORK

~i--~~·;rr;L~
SUSAN McDONALD/

..SUMMER LILY--/ 8x10"" / INK

JANE BASSUK/ PAINTING
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ALICE TOWLE/ 5x7 .. / INK
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BETH BRENNER I 7\lx7\I,'" I PHOTO & INK

SANORA KRASKIN I "'DIM SUM"" I 4x5" I OIL STICK ON CANVAS

how do you start? where is she? Is It washable? why do&sn·t she move?

CAROLE FISHER/ 1981

MARY WALKER/ SCULPTURE
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...
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•

MEMBERS'RECENTWORK

JUDITH ROODE/ "APPROACH - AVOIDANCE #2" / 40x30" I CHARCOAL PAINTING

' NANC¥. R·oe1NSON 1 "ADAY 1Nr-os ANGELES"/ 7'hx8" / INK

I

•

SU&AN ~LEISS."!ER / "BA,LD HEADED WOMAN #4 / 20x27" / GRAPHITE

, QUIMETTA PERLE/ "FLAMING WOMAN"/ EMBROIDERY
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DRAW

ON OUR RESOURCES©
Artsign is stocking
Fabriano papers.
Beautiful surfaces and colors on
fine grade handmade and mouldmade papers.
Including Rosaspina, Tiepolo and
Esportazoine for printmaking.
Perusia, Murillo and Roma for
drawing and calligraphy. And
Classico
for watermedia.

artsTgnITDu@lt@[r0®~@
@@
2501 26th Avenue South Minneapolis, MN 55406 612/721-6421
CleisPressPresents

A Reception to Celebrate_
Publication of Two Prints
By Quimetta Perle
Thursday, September 17
7-9p.m.
WARM: A Women's Collective Art Space
414 First Ave. North
Also from CleisPress:

On
Women Artists
Poems1975-1980
AlexandraGrilikhes
With sculpture and fiber art
by Jean Van Harlingen
$4.95 paper

FIGHT BACK!

illustrated

$13.95 paper

Order from: CLEIS PRESS, P.O. Box 8281, Mpls., MN 55408 11612)871-4567
Add 5% sales tax. Postage/handling (please add $1.00 for the first book
ordered & $.50 for each add'I book). Please add $1.00 postage/handling
for each poster ordered. Posters shipped in tubes. Posters also available at WARM.
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Flaming Woman and Sampler

FeministResistance
to Male Violence
Edited by Frederique Delacoste Two full color fine offset prints by Quimetta Perle.
Flaming Woman: embroidered and beaded fire in all shades
and Felice Newman
of red, black background. Sampler: embroidered woman in
rainbow colors, off-white embroidered background.

16" X 32" - $10.00 each
Limited edition 100 signed/numbered prints $25.00 each
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opportunities • exhibition
exhibition opportunities •
opportunities • exhibition
exhibition opportunities •
opportunities • exhibition

opportuni
exhibition
opportuni
exhibition
opportuni

Invitational Gallery at WARM
WARM is pleased to announce the receipt of a grant from the Jerome Foundation to fund a series of eight
exhibitions of work by emerging women artists. This funding makes possible some financial assistance to help
cover artists's exhibition costs such as framing, shipping, or in the case of installaiton works, artist's travel. The
maximum amount for which an artist may apply is $300. There will also be an honorarium of $100 to the artists
whose applications are accepted.

Eligibility:

Artists who have not had a one-woman show in a major art institution are eligible.
Artists Hvlng outside Minnesota may apply.

Exhibition Space:

All media will be considered within the limitations of gallery size. The four walls of
the rectangular space are 7 ft. high, west wall 12 feet long, north wall 11 feet long,
east wall 16 feet 2 inches long, and south wall 6 feet long.

Applications:

The Invitational Gallery exhibitions will be curated from slides. To be considered,
applications must include the following:
1. A complete description (1 to 3 pages) of the proposed exhibition, includlng a
budget outlining total project costs and the amount of assistance for which you
are applying,
2. Five to ten slides of original work executed in the past three years; labeled with
your name. title of piece and directional arrow.
3. Separate slide list with titles of works, dimensions, medium, insurance value and
sale price if the work is for sale.
4. Resume and/or biographical materials
5. Self-addressed stamped envelope for return of your slides. Absence of such an
envelope means your slides will not be returned. Slides of accepted work will be
returned after the exhibition of the work.

Schedule:

November 10: Applications due at WARM Gallery, 414 First Ave. N., Minneapolis,
MN 55401.
November 23: Notification to applicants.
December 19: Opening of the first exhibition in the Invitational Gallery Series.
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September
8

Beginning of the Members' Recent
Work show. Continues through October 3.

12

Saturday, 9 a.m. Ga!lery Members'
Meeting.

12

Saturday, 5-9 p.m. Public Opening
of Members· Recent Work show.
Alley dance and party

23

Wednesday, Commencement of
'"Feminist Perspectives: dialogs on
art·· series with a lecture by Germaine Greer. Co-sponsored with
the YWCA and the Minnesota
Women's Political Caucus. (Special
mailing will indicate hour and
place.)

October
3

10

Beginning of the Maria Mazarra,
Marty Nash and Nancy Robinson
Show.
Continues
through
November 7.

15

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. Associate
Member Meeting.
Everyone
welcome.

22

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. "Critics and
Artists Talk About Art" An exploratlon of the pathways into visual
experience through discussion of
several specific works from the
different perspectives of artist, critic
and curator.

November
7

Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members'
Meeting.

14

Beginning of Jean Murakami and
Pat Olson Show. Continues through
December 12.

19

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. "Midwest
Experience" An invitational/open
slide night and discussion of the
evidence for a regional identity to

Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members'
Meeting.

Women's Art Registry of Minnesota
414 First Avenue North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401

midwest women's art. Discussion to
be led by a regional historian and a
visual artist.

December
5

Saturday, 9 a.m. Gallery Members·
Meeting.

10

Thursday, 7:30 p.m. "Approaches to
Feminist Arts Education" A panel
discussion exploring philosophical
options and directions
within
established institutions and alternative structures. Panel to consist of
literary and visual arts educators.

19

Beginning of the Judith Roode and
Sandra Taylor Show. To continue
through January 16.
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